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Ghost-Maker reveals a dark revelation about his past connection to Jonathan Crane
while Batman puts together the pieces of Scarecrow’s master plan. Using the Unsanity
Collective’s technology, the villain plans to detonate a “Fear Bomb” in Gotham City!
Backup: Clownhunter has been dosed by the Scarecrow with a deadly fear toxin and is
now traveling through his greatest nightmare of Gotham City. Will the Clownhunter
center himself and strike back at Scarecrow? Or will he succumb to all his worst fears?!
"NIGHT OF THE OWLS" continues here! Batman must stop the TALONS that have
breeched the Batcave in order to save an innocent life ... and Gotham City! In the
backup story, learn more about the PENNYWORTH family and the secrets they've kept
from the Wayne family! Collects BATMAN #8-12 and BATMAN ANNUAL #1.
He’s the one man who broke the Bat. He rules the island prison that once held him
captive with an iron fist. He is Bane, and he has something-or someone-that Batman
needs. And Batman will risk a suicide mission to take it, or them, from him. But to
infiltrate the stronghold of a criminal genius, the Dark Knight will need to raise his own
army of criminals. From the bowels of Arkham Asylum, he’ll select an elite squad of the
craziest, deadliest, most dangerous villains alive-including Catwoman, the one woman
in the world who knows him best, despite the blood on her claws. But Batman’s
makeshift Suicide Squad is every bit as unstable as the real deal. As lust, addiction,
insanity and betrayal take their toll on his team, not everyone will make it out of Bane’s
fortress alive and unbroken… New York Times best-selling writer Tom King (THE
OMEGA MEN) continues his groundbreaking Dark Knight saga, joined by artists Mikel
Janín (GRAYSON) and Mitch Gerads (SHERIFF OF BABYLON). Collects BATMAN
#9-15.
THE RISE OF GOTHAM Part of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling, all-new line
of volume one graphic novels, DC Universe Rebirth! He is Gotham City’s hero, its Dark
Knight, its greatest protector. He is Batman. And he is not alone. There are two new
heroes in town-a pair of masked metahumans with the powers of Superman and a
devotion to preserving all that is good about this twisted city. Calling themselves
Gotham and Gotham Girl, they’ve saved Batman’s life, fought by his side and learned
from his example. But what happens if Gotham’s new guardians go bad? What if they
blame the Dark Knight for the darkness that threatens to drown their city? When sinister
forces are unleashed that can warp the minds of men and make heroes into monsters,
the time will come for Batman and his allies to decide once and for all: Is Gotham a
force for good…or an engine of evil? From the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event
comes BATMAN VOL. 1: I AM GOTHAM-the beginning of an all-new saga in the life of
the Dark Knight from superstars Tom King (GRAYSON) and David Finch (WONDER
WOMAN), featuring an all-star cast of creators such as Scott Snyder (BATMAN: THE
COURT OF OWLS), Ivan Reis (JUSTICE LEAGUE) and Mikel Janín (JUSTICE
LEAGUE DARK)! This great starting-point graphic novel collects BATMAN: REBIRTH
#1 and BATMAN #1-6.
#1 New York Times Best Seller! Following his ground-breaking, critically acclaimed run
on Detective Comics, writer Scott Snyder (American Vampire) alongside artist Greg
Capullo (Spawn) begins a new era of The Dark Knight with the relaunch of Batman, as
a part of DC Comics—The New 52! After a series of brutal murders rocks Gotham City,
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Batman begins to realize that perhaps these crimes go far deeper than appearances
suggest. As the Caped Crusader begins to unravel this deadly mystery, he discovers a
conspiracy going back to his youth and beyond to the origins of the city he's sworn to
protect. Could the Court of Owls, once thought to be nothing more than an urban
legend, be behind the crime and corruption? Or is Bruce Wayne losing his grip on
sanity and falling prey to the pressures of his war on crime?
Batman's team-up tales 1980s as the Dark Knight battles evil alongside Wonder
Woman, Green Arrow, Black Lightning, Superboy, Swamp Thing and more. In these
stories from the early 1980s, Batman fought evil side by side with DC Comics'
greatest--and, occasionally, strangest--superheroes, including these tales gueststarring such legendary characters as Wonder Woman, Green Arrow, Black Lightning,
Superboy, Swamp Thing and more. Collects THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD #157-200.
Beginning a whole new chapter in the life of the Dark Knight, the epic art team of Tony
S. Daniel and Danny Miki are joined by new series writer James Tynion IV! It's a new
day in Gotham. Bane has been vanquished, but both the city and its champion are still
struggling to pick up the pieces. Deathstroke, the world's greatest mercenary, is back in
town under a new contract. Soon other hired killers follow, and Batman is surrounded
by assassins--as well as Gotham's own dangerous players, from the Riddler to the
Penguin to Harley Quinn. As the Caped Crusader draws closer to uncovering the figure
pulling the strings, the love of his life, Catwoman, holds the sinister secret in her claws.
Can Batman pry it from her without tearing their relationship apart? And will it be
enough to stop the coming plot against him? The start of a bold new chapter in the
Batman saga unfolds from writer JAMES TYNION IV and artists GUILLEM MARCH,
TONY S. DANIEL, CARLO PAGULAYAN, JORGE JIMENEZ, and more. Collects
stories from Batman #85-94 and Batman Secret Files #3, and features the debut of
breakout character Punchline!
A story over a year in the making and set into motion with Infinite Frontier #0, Fear
State begins! Batman played into the hands of the Scarecrow, who has unleashed a
coordinated attack on Gotham City through his manipulation of Simon Saint and
Peacekeeper-01! But there are other forces at work with the emergence of an AntiOracle spreading fake news across all channels and inciting terror and violence on the
streets of Gotham! Backup: Clownhunter has turned down help from Batman, Leslie
Thompkins, the Red Hood, and everyone else who has offered it to him, thinking that
he can handle being a vigilante on the streets of Gotham City by himself. But when he
takes a shot at fighting the Scarecrow one-on-one, he’ll learn very quickly how much in
this city he’s not ready for yet. NEW HERO - PEACEKEEPER X!
A new day dawns in Gotham, and the horrors of The Joker War are just being realized.
A bold new direction for Batman begins as Bruce Wayne's circumstances are forever
changed. How did The Joker's rampage affect the citizens of the city? Bruce Wayne
and the city he loves have changed dramatically following the events of The Joker War,
but Batman and his mission are eternal. The mysterious vigilante known as GhostMaker has known Bruce since they were teenagers, and he's made his decision. It's
time Gotham City had a new hero. Batman and Ghost-Maker go toe-to-toe to decide
which of them will remain Gotham City's hero. Yet the city is changing faster than ever
after The Joker War, and with this change comes increasing dangers. Also, in honor of
Batman's first appearance in Detective Comics #27, this collection features the biggest
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names in comics as they chronicle the most epic Batman adventures Gotham City and
the DC Universe have ever seen! Collects Batman #101-105, a story from Detective
Comics #1027, and Batman Annual #5.
Main: Batman’s bloody, no-holds-barred fight with Magistrate enforcer Peacekeeper-01
rages on in epic fashion! Simon Saint’s master plan comes to fruition as his Magistrate
program makes its move on Gotham City, and things are about to heat up! (Not in a
good way!) Backup: The Instigator versus Ghost-Maker in a kung fu showdown! Need
we say more?Main: Batman’s bloody, no-holds-barred fight with Magistrate enforcer
Peacekeeper-01 rages on in epic fashion! Simon Saint’s master plan comes to fruition
as his Magistrate program makes its move on Gotham City, and things are about to
heat up! (Not in a good way!) Backup: The Instigator versus Ghost-Maker in a kung fu
showdown! Need we say more?
"A part of DC Universe: Rebirth! "I AM GOTHAM" The Caped Crusader has never been
stopped. Not by the Joker. Not by Two-Face. Not even by the entire Justice League.
But now, in the wake of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, Batman must face his most
challenging foe ever--a hero who wants to save Gotham ... from the Batman! From one
of the biggest breakout writers in years and former CIA analyst, Tom King (GRAYSON,
THE SHERIFF OF BABYLON) and superstar artist David Finch present BATMAN VOL.
1!"-"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger."
After a cataclysmic earthquake that destroys Gotham City, Batman and his allies battle
against Bane, the Joker, and the Penguin, who are all trying to bend the devastated city
to their will.
A bold new direction for Batman begins as Bruce Wayne’s circumstances are forever
changed. How did The Joker’s rampage affect the citizens of Gotham City? Bruce
Wayne and the city he loves have changed dramatically following the events of “The
Joker War,” but Batman and his mission are eternal. The mysterious vigilante known as
Ghost-Maker has known Bruce since they were teenagers, and he’s made his
decision. It’s time Gotham City had a new hero. Batman and Ghost-Maker go toe-totoe to decide which of them will remain Gotham City’s hero. Yet the city is changing
faster than ever after “The Joker War,” and with this change comes increasing
dangers. Collects Batman #101-105, a story from Detective Comics #1027, and
Batman Annual #5.
Monster Men. New costumed vigilantes. Mad doctors. Each new threat has brought
Batman--and Gotham City--to the brink. But it was all a smokescreen for the real threat
in the shadows...Bane. The man who has physically tested the Dark Knight like no man
before is back to finally break the Bat. Can a battered, exhausted Batman fend off one
of his greatest foes ever? Written by breakout star Tom King and illustrated by David
Finch and Mikel Janin, the newest installment of this best-selling, critically acclaimed
graphic novel series sees the Dark Knight take on Bane in their deadliest confrontation
yet! Collects BATMAN #13-18.
Completes the series that mirrors the iconic style of the four-time Emmy award-winning
BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES! Experience the comic that proved as
groundbreaking as its television counterpart, in all-ages stories that feature the Dark
KnightÍs fiercest adversaries, greatest allies, and all-new threats to Gotham City! Bruce
Wayne takes Harley and Ivy on a shopping spree? Anarky vs. Robin in a fight to uphold
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social justice! Batman loses his memory and becomes Catman?! The Napoleonic war
comes to Gotham City! Batman and the Demon fight the DemonÍs Head! Collects
issues #28-36, THE BATMAN ADVENTURES HOLIDAY SPECIAL #1, and THE
BATMAN ADVENTURES ANNUAL #2, featuring stories by writers Paul Dini (BATMAN:
ARKHAM CITY, ZATANNA) and Kelley Puckett (BATMAN: NO MANÍS LAND,
BATGIRL) and artists Bruce Timm (BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE) and Mike
Parobeck (SUPERMAN ADVENTURES).
American popular culture has produced few heroic figures as famous and enduring as
that of the Batman. The dark, mysterious hero who debuted in 1939Õs DETECTIVE
COMICS #27 as the lone ÒBat-manÓ quickly grew into the legend of the Caped
Crusader. After his landmark debut and origin story the Dark Knight was given many
seminal elements including his partner in crime-fighting Robin, the Boy Wonder, and
such adversaries as the Joker, Hugo Strange and Catwoman. BATMAN: THE GOLDEN
AGE VOLUME ONE collects all of the Dark Knight DetectiveÕs first-ever adventures
from DETECTIVE COMICS #27-45, BATMAN #1-3 and NEW YORK WORLDÕS FAIR
COMICS #2.
It's all led to this! Bane's minions have taken control of Gotham City and are ruling with
an iron fist, and Batman is nowhere to be found. Instead, Flashpoint Batman is
patrolling the city, dispensing a violent brand of justice. It's all building to a rebellion
among the bad guys who don't want to play along with Bane! Meanwhile, Bruce Wayne
is on a quest to regain his fighting spirit...Collects Batman #75-79.
“The Dark Knight waddles into a turf war with the Penguin! Still reeling from the attacks
on his Bat-Family and reputation, the Caped Crusader looks to track down the
mysterious operator lurking behind the scenes in Gotham City—the Penguin! But the
Penguin is on Batman’s side for once, and the crime boss sees dangerous things on
the horizon. How can he convince the Caped Crusader he’s on the level? Collects
Batman #58-60 plus Batman Secret Files #1 and Batman Annual #3.”
Author of the critically acclaimed, award-winning Image series Chew John Layman
takes over writing duties on DC Comics' flagship titles DETECTIVE COMICS. The Dark
Knight faces a series of his deadliest enemies, including Poison Ivy, Clayface, and the
Penguin, all while dealing with the Joker and the League of Smiles as part of the events
of the best-selling Bat-Family crossover "Death of the Family." Collects BatmanDetective Comics issues #13-18.
This is it: the Clown Prince of Crime battles the Dark Knight Detective head-to-head for
the last time. And one way or another, this explosive struggle will pave the way to the
future of Gotham City! The Joker has never wanted to win before-he’s never wanted
his battle with Batman to end-but now his motivation has shifted. As The Joker
assembles an army, Batman reels from a debilitating Joker Toxin attack. Amid the
chaos, the villains of Gotham City are waiting out the carnage Joker has unleashed-and
Catwoman assembles an army of her own! Plus, Harley Quinn battles Punchline, and
Clownhunter joins the action! Collects Batman #95-100.
The highly popular Batman television series starring Adam West as the Dark Knight
and Burt Ward as the Boy Wonder re-emerges in comic book form!
The multiple-Emmy-award-winning classic BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES
influenced a generation of Batman stories. Now, experience the comics featuring your
favorite characters from the show! Witness the first time Barbara Gordon suits up as
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Batgirl! Cower at the Joker's calamitous comic book caper! Thrill as Batman attempts to
save the world itself from Ra's al Ghul...and to save his heart from al Ghul's daughter,
Talia. Find out what happens when Robin has to defend Gotham on his own from the
Ventriloquist's crime wave! BATMAN ADVENTURES VOL. 2 collects issues #11-20
and includes classic stories from writer Kelley Puckett (BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND,
BATGIRL) and artist Mike Parobeck (SUPERMAN ADVENTURES) that will take you
back to the greatest animated series of all time!
The path to the altar has never been so dangerous! Not long after Batman announces
his engagement to Catwoman, he and Wonder Woman are called to honor an old
commitment requiring them to fight for Earth in a distant, magical realm. But time flows
strangely in this new land, and an hour in our world could be years there. The storied
friendship between two great heroes begins to unravelÑwhile the universe itself does
the same around them! Next, the Bat and the Cat find themselves isolated as Poison
Ivy seemingly takes over the rest of the world, including the Justice League! Can they
nip IvyÕs plans in the bud before the whole world falls under her dominion? After all,
thereÕs still a wedding to planÉ The big day approaches in these stories from Batman
#38-44, from author Tom King (Mister Miracle) and artists Mikel Jan’n (Grayson),
Jo‘lle Jones (Supergirl: Being Super) and Travis Moore (Fables: The Wolf Among Us).
ÒConsistently one of DC's best ongoing series.Ó ÑIGN ÒTom King is inarguably one of
the hottest writers in superhero comics right now.Ó Ñ CBR

Batman is racing against time to stop Gotham City from tearing itself apart as the
Scarecrow’s long game is revealed. The Dark Knight has bigger problems
though, as an insane Peacekeeper-01 is on a murderous rampage through the
streets of Gotham! Can Peackeeper-X stop him?! Back-Up: Clownhunter has
been doused with Fear Toxin at the hands of the Scarecrow, and he is living out
every anxiety, moment of pain, and heartbreak he’s ever had. Will he find his
way out and resume his goal of being Gotham’s protector from clowns? Or will
he succumb to Scarecrow’s greatest mind game yet?! See the end of this epic
story that will change Clownhunter’s trajectory in Gotham City forever!
"Now that Batman has escaped the "Knightmares," he's starting to see the forces
rallying against him--and that his father from another universe has joined the
other side. The Caped Crusader finally digs into the mystery of how Thomas
Wayne, a.k.a. the Flashpoint Batman, escaped the collapse of his dimension and
ended up in this part of the Multiverse."-This new collection of 1990s Batman stories takes the Dark Knight behind the
Iron Curtain to battle the mysterious Demon. Then, the Penguin exploits a
disfigured genius for his latest evil scheme, but Batman helps turn his tech skills
to the side of good. And The Joker goes on a new killing spree-but is it really the
Clown Prince of Crime, or is this a case of a copycat killer? Plus, the Riddler
returns in the three-part story “Dark Knight, Dark City.” Collects Batman
#445-454, Detective Comics #615 and Batman Annual #14.
A special all-ages Batman collection This graphic novel collects the serialized
adventures from the classic Batman: The Animated Series, with appearances
from Man-Bat, Two-Face, Poison Ivy and Superman. . From writer Kelley Puckett
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(BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND, BATGIRL), these tales will connect with Dark
Knight fans from 5 to 75 Collects BATMAN ADVENTURES #21-27 and BATMAN
ADVENTURES ANNUAL #1
The sweeping new chapter in writer James Tynion IV’s acclaimed
saga—featuring a league of talented artists including Marcio Takara (THE FLASH)
and Christian Duce (BATMAN AND ROBIN ETERNAL)—is here, in BATMAN:
DETECTIVE COMICS VOL. 3: LEAGUE OF SHADOWS. Batwoman, an
accomplished crime-fighter who’s overcome the darkest of betrayals. Clayface, a
reformed villain whose potential is eclipsed only by his astonishing powers. New
heroes like Azrael, an avenging angel, and Batwing, whose incredible armor
makes him a true dark knight. Led by the Batman himself, this team of guardians
stands ready to protect Gotham City. But the secrets of the team’s most
mysterious member, Cassandra Cain, are about to come to light. And that light
will cast a shadow darker than anything they’ve ever seen before. They thought
the League of Shadows was just a rumor—a secret society of nihilistic killers often
whispered about but never seen. But now the League is here, in Gotham.
They’re destroying Batman’s team one by one. And their sinister leader, Lady
Shiva, has come to reclaim her daughter—or destroy her. Can even Batman’s
arch-enemy Ra’s al Ghul and his League of Assassins stop the onslaught? Or
have the Shadows come to stay? Find out in BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS
VOL. 3: LEAGUE OF SHADOWS. Collects DETECTIVE COMICS #950-956.
American popular culture has produced few heroic figures as famous and
enduring as that of the Batman. The dark, mysterious hero who debuted in
1939’s DETECTIVE COMICS #27 as the lone “Bat-man” quickly grew into the
legend of the Caped Crusader. After his landmark debut and origin story, the
Dark Knight was given many seminal elements, including his partner in crimefighting Robin, the Boy Wonder, and such adversaries as the Joker, Two-Face
and the Scarecrow. This fourth volume of BATMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE collects
the Dark Knight Detective’s adventures from BATMAN #12-15, DETECTIVE
COMICS #66-74 and WORLD’S FINEST COMICS #7-9.
Mayor Nakano announces a crackdown on masked vigilantes just as the
Magistrate moves against the Unsanity Collective. Batman attempts to avert a
bloodbath, while the Scarecrow makes his final move..."Fear State" is about to
begin! Backup: Ghost-Maker faces his most gruesome adversary yet...the horrific
Razorline!
The stunning conclusion to the saga that rocked Batman's world to its core! In the
months since Commissioner Jim Gordon fell from grace, criminal empires have
risen. Martial law has been declared. Arkham Asylum has been emptied. Bruce
Wayne has been bankrupted. And Gotham City has been torn apart. As an army
of the Dark Knight's deadliest enemies is unleashed upon the city, he must fight
through the terror and focus on the clues that will lead him to his final foe. Written
by Scott Snyder, James Tynion IV, Ray Fawkes, Kyle Higgins and Tim Seeley
and drawn by a host of talented artists, this is the payoff to the biggest mystery in
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the Dark Knight's history! Collects issues #35-52.
Still recovering from a battle with Bane, Bruce Wayne seeks to reclaim his title from interim
Batman Jean Paul Valley, who has used his superhero status to wage a war of vengeance in
Gotham.
Batman must confront the evil that he is responsible for creating and personal demons that
have haunted him since that fateful night in Crime Alley. Plus, the Dark Knight Detective
usually works alone, but the threat of mass murder in the financial district forces him to team
up with a bizarre private eye. Then, movies of death are being filmed in Gotham-and Batman
may be the next star. This and more iconic stories from the late 1980s! Collecting Detective
Comics #592-600.
The Joker is dead. Arkham City is no more. But as Batman has learned, evil is endless. And
his new enemy, the mysterious, murderous Arkham Knight, is here to see the Dark Knight fall
forever. And he is not alone. The crazed criminal called the Calendar Man is out to make each
day BatmanÕs last. The brutal killer known as Bane wants to prove himself a more powerful
warrior than any Knight. And in the shadows lurks the Scarecrow, whose sinister plans for
Gotham City and its guardians are the most frightening of all. Defeating the Arkham Knight and
his army will take every ounce of BatmanÕs skills and strength. Because under his rivalÕs
helmet is a familiar face, one that should strike terror even into the heart of the Dark Knight
himselfÉ Writers Peter J. Tomasi (BATMAN AND ROBIN) and Tim Seeley (GRAYSON) and an
arsenal of top artists including Viktor Bogdanovic (REALITY CHECK), Ig Guara (BLUE
BEETLE), Julio Ferreira (TEEN TITANS) and Richard Friend (BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT)
proudly present BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT VOL. 3, the shocking finale of the official prequel
to Rocksteady StudiosÕ smash-hit Arkham trilogy! Collects BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT
#9-12, BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT ANNUAL #1, BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT ROBIN #1
and BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT: BATGIRL & HARLEY QUINN #1.
Harvey Dent is dead. Or is he? A gang of thieves thrusts Gotham City into a state of fear when
they are mysteriously well-armed with military-grade weapons: flamethrowers, grenade
launchers, and even tanks. And this gang claims it is funded by none other than former district
attorney Harvey Dent. Balancing his two lives, Bruce Wayne must find the truth by tapping his
growing network of agents, including Alfred Pennyworth, Jim Gordon, Waylon “Killer Croc”
Jones, and the savvy new Catwoman. Bruce is distracted by the seemingly impossible return
of another figure believed dead: his grandfather Adrian Arkham. He must also comfort his
longtime friend, Gotham City mayor Jessica Dent, who is scarred both physically and mentally
from her experience with the Riddler, which resulted in the gruesome death of her brother. But
is Harvey back, plotting revenge on a city he proclaims to be guilty? When Batman discovers
the truth behind these many mysteries, his entire world unravels...
The acclaimed creative team of Tom King, David Finch and Mikel Jan’n takes things to a new
level as Batman brings the pain to his international opponent, Bane, in Batman: The Rebirth
Deluxe Edition Book 2. The Dark Knight has invaded his home, scarred his mind and broken
his back. Now Bane has returned to Gotham City for a single purpose: eliminate the Batman
once and for all. But first heÕll destroy everyone the Dark Knight has ever lovedÉor loathed. In
the wake of this battle, the Batman makes Catwoman an offer that leaves her absolutely
speechless. As she considers her answer, the Dark Knight tells her of a secret war from early
in his career. It was a time when The Joker and the Riddler would seemingly be natural allies,
but each man determined that he and he alone must be the one to kill the Bat...and either
would sooner burn down Gotham than be beaten to the punch line. All of GothamÕs villains
were forced to choose sides in this stunning battle of wits that quickly escalated into a fullblown warÑcomplete with civilian casualties. In this ÒWar of Jokes and Riddles,Ó only one
side could claim victory...but the scars it left shaped BatmanÕs future. Written by Tom King
(Mister Miracle, The Vision) with art by David Finch (Wonder Woman), Mikel Jan’n (Grayson),
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Jason Fabok (Justice League), Mitch Gerads (The Sheriff of Babylon), Clay Mann (Action
Comics) and more, this latest Rebirth Deluxe Edition features two of the most critically
acclaimed arcs in modern comics in hardcover for the first time. Collects Batman #16-32 and
Annual #1.
The events of BATMAN ETERNAL have changed the world of Batman for months - and the
third act begins with a bang, as Gotham City's police have done the impossible - they've
beaten Batman Meanwhile the rogues of Gotham unite under a mysterious foe that even the
Riddler is terrified of. The epic finale of the critically acclaimed series roars to its conclusion
that will forever change Batman's life Collects issues #35-52.
Two of the Dark Knight's deadliest foes--the Joker and the Black Glove--are waging an all-out
war on each other, and Batman and Robin must stop them before they destroy Gotham City.
Not even Batman can fight off the past. Since defeating the Justice Lords, Terry McGinnis has
been focusing on the future. But just as Ghoul manages to re-create the original Joker serum,
one of Bruce Wayne's former foes, The Phantasm, returns to the scene. Her first target is
Terry's new superhero protégé Vigilante, aka Jake Chill, a man whose past is tied to both
Bruce's and Batman's own histories. When Batman learns the truth, Bruce Wayne's secrets
begin to unravel, and Terry won't stop until he uncovers them all. What he learns may change
his perception of his mentor forever... But Terry has little time to dwell. Not only is Vigilante
juiced up on Joker serum, but Ghoul has figured out a way to use it to amplify powers, and his
first two subjects are very familiar: Inque and Rewire! With so much on the line, will the Bat
family be buried under this avalanche of history? In BATMAN BEYOND 2.0: MARK OF THE
PHANTASM, Kyle Higgins (NIGHTWING, DEATHSTROKE) and Alec Siegel (C.O.W.L.) team
with artists Thony Silas (Venom), Phil Hester (GREEN ARROW) and Craig Rousseau
(HARLEY QUINN) to rewrite the history of Batman Beyond in the stunning series finale!
Collects BATMAN BEYOND UNIVERSE #13-16.
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